Managed Systems

Recycling

- The OFS will evaluate the cost of quad systems for each office.
- Terry Martin: Bell engineering recycling is problematic. Issues:
  1. Having the bins
  2. Getting them out of the building.
- Lynn Williams: Working G3, Pepsi donated containers for the Greek houses, if Greek Houses are interested, contact Lynn Williams.

Green Revolving Fund

Elizabeth Hood wants to establish a green revolving fund. Facilities Management has an informal fund for sustainability initiatives. She would like to get students, staff and faculty in the review process.

- Anyone could submit a project.
- Wants to get a committee established by the end of the semester.
- Students do not feel that they have a voice in these kinds of initiatives.
- Plan is to start the committee. Possibilities: 1) Sustainability Council 2) WG of council 3) Solely students with advisors 4) half students
- Education is a need for students. Students need to learn about the Sustainability Council.
Email is edhood@uark.edu.

**QUESTIONS**

- Funding Sources?
  - Green gifts
    - Students
    - Staff
    - Faculty
  - Printing quota surplus
  - Printing reductions in areas such as student ambassadors- postcards instead of envelopes

- Finding participants
  - Major student groups could appoint 2 students

**IPM**

A comprehensive plan will be vetted by UASC.

- Difficult to coordinate. Auxiliaries each may have their own pest management strategies while FAMA has their own as well.

**Conclusion**

Next meetings will focus on KPI goals. OFS will provide some ideas for better performance under our KPI's.